Terrific LibTortoises,

“omg hi”

First: **WELCOME BACK!!!**

I hope you all had fantastic breaks, and I hope you all did lots of really fun and interesting things! Personally, I did nothing, which is, like, also acceptable, I guess.

But, like, maybe you have really fun stories! Maybe you read some great books! Maybe you watched something really great on Netflix! If only you had someone to share it with…
Well my-oh-my, are you in luck: tomorrow, Monday, the Libs will kick off the semester with our weekly Lib Dinner! We will be dining in the ever-fabulous Calhoun Dining Hall at 5:30pm. Be there or be square forevermore.

![Image](image.png)

my face when I see food and friends in the same place

After you’re done reveling in the joys of food and camaraderie, (at 9pm) you can head over to Saybrook K41, where you can Bluebook peacefully and happily in the company of some great people. What’s not to love?

But hey, maybe your break was super long and torturous. You (yes, you!) should come to the Union Debate, because it’s also about torture! This Tuesday at 7:00 in WLH Sudler Hall, The YPU will be debating Resolved: Stop Enhanced Interrogation with guest speaker Michael Posner. If you’re thinking about speaking, hit up the fantastic Floor Leader of the Left, Clifford Carr!

And of course, as always, there is discussion: the perfect addition to what is sure to be a fabulous first week! Thursday at 7:00 in an Undisclosed Location (really it’s TBD; we’ll email ya later) the Libs will Discuss the question: Should the state mandate vegetarianism?

Some (vegetarian) food for thought: A lot of large factory farms keep animals in inhumane conditions, and animal cruelty makes us sad. Also, the carbon emissions produced by the meat industry are off the wall.

With the way our food is produced now, most of us would probably agree that we
should be vegetarians. Yet most of us aren’t (myself included). Should we be forced to forgo meat?

Some questions to ponder: What if I like meat? Should we allow the state to regulate peoples’ livelihoods? Do we trust it enough? And how much should we care about the cultural and nutritional roles of meat, if at all? These are the questions.

Finally, **Friday at 10pm** the Libs will have an Anarcho-Feminist Ski Lodge Dance Party! Get ready to take down the patriarchy with your fabulous dance moves in Branford H31. It is sure to be legendary.

**festive hats recommended but not required**
“hmm, that sounds, like, super fun. i think we should spend all week with the libs”

Hope you can make it to one (or all) of our events! We’re psyched to get this semester started!

Yours from a frosty dorm room,

††† Eleanor†††

Also this.
~~MY [LIB]GLOSS IS POPPIN~~

week two

Splendid LibSheep,

"mehhh?"

Who's excited for classes tomorrow? Literally no one. Good thing we don't have 'em, eh? What we do have, though, is lots of good times and love and interesting ideas and fantastic people. Starting with tomorrow...

On Monday at 5:30pm, the Libs will meet at Calhoun Dining Hall to, um, dine. We will converse over food and drink, we will laugh, and we will bathe in the glory of all that is friendship and joy. I'm sure you all have interesting and fantastic stories to share!! And I love sharing!!
Speaking of sharing, let’s talk about money. And speaking of money, let’s talk about banks. And speaking of banks, let’s talk about nationalizing them. Sound interesting? Good! On **Tuesday**, the Yale Political Union will debate **Resolved: Nationalize Banks**. Our guest speaker is Marxist economist and professor **Richard Wolff**, so it should be really exciting! And also really Marxist! Be sure to swing by **WLH Sudler Hall at 7:30pm**, where you can join us at (where else) the front left of the room! As always, if you’re interested in speaking, contact the Floor Leader of the Left, Clifford Carr.

Now, you know you haven’t had enough of the Liberal Party. And you know we always have fabulous discussions every week, and you know each week is more fabulous than the next. So I could not be more excited that on **Wednesday at 7:30**, the Liberal Party will discuss: **Should Everyone Work?**

Some fodder for your thoughts:
Society often deems certain people—the disabled, the old, etc.—incapable of working. As a society, we could be taking a lot of steps to make workplaces more accessible, allowing everyone to work (here is what we, America, are doing so far). Or, we could go the opposite angle, and replace some difficult jobs with robots, and give out welfare instead. So we, the Liberal Party, want to know: should everyone work?

Some questions to ponder:
Should we be making work accessible to everyone, even people society deems incapable of working? Or perhaps some larger questions: what is the value of work? Is finding and having a fulfilling job essential to "the good life"? Is work ever an end in itself?

![Image of two cherubs] "hmmm," quoth the babby

**Friday at 9pm in Saybrook B32**, the Libs will be having a **Game Night!!** Get ready to bust ur chops with the likes of Bananagrams, Settlers of Catan, Set, and more!! (I will personally make a glitter card for anyone who beats me at Settlers of
Catan, so get ready to try your luck and walk away with zero glitter cards).

"omg i literally cannot wait"

Yours from a beanbag and two fuzzy Ikea-brand pillows,
††† Eleanor

Also this
Suave LibSnakes,

"you think i'm suave?!

Gee, I'm so glad this weekend is over so I can kick back and spend my time poring over thousands of pages of text. JUST KIDDING! I'm drowning in a sea of long words that I can't understand. Despite this, I will continue to attend class. Because I love class, somehow.

If you, like me, continue to ride the strugglebus, ride no more. BECAUSE THE LIBS HAVE SO MUCH PLANNED FOR THIS WEEK!!!!
Great! SO on **Monday**, the Libs will be have our Very First **JBB** of the New Semester!!!!!!! We will be sitting down for a lovely forum with **Elizabeth Alexander**, poet extraordinaire. ICYMI: she read her original poem, "Praise Song for the Day", at Barack Obama's 2009 inauguration. We're beyond excited to talk with her about the role of literature and poetry in subverting and rewriting history and engaging with the black experience. **Morse Fellows Lounge, 3:45.** It's going to be really, really great.

Due to the Snow God's promise of apocalypse, our guest speaker is no longer, uh, speaking at this week's Union Debate. Instead, on **Tuesday at 7:30 in LC102**, the Yale Political Union will debate **Resolved: Ban Hate Speech.** If you're interested in speaking, hit up Clifford Carr! Even if you're not, like come anyway and sit with us in the front left of the room. "It's the place to be," says everyone.

Be not deterred by the two-to-three feet of freezing death that will have descended upon us by Wednesday. No, friends, I implore you to, um, not be deterred. Come to **Discussion! Wednesday, 7:30, Undisclosed Location** come and discuss: **Should hard drugs be banned?**
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"what do u think, horizontal man?"

Some fodder for your thoughts:
There are obviously some serious problems associated with doing hard drugs, like addiction, death, etc. Sometimes we have what some might call **even serious-er problems.**

Should the state have an interest in protecting people from this? Can a state allow people to make the wrong choices? And if hard drugs are taxed and regulated, is it right for the state to profit from peoples' addictions? Even if it can fund, say, **public schools or drug education programs?**

Fun fact: Portugal decriminalized personal drug use in 2001. **Here's what happened.**

That, my loves, is the week.
Yours from a pile of my (clean) laundry,
† † † Eleanor

Also this
~MY [LIB]GLOSS IS POPPIN~-~

week four

Honorable LibHamsters,

"ummwuffomnom"

I'm normally very excited for, like, life in general, but this week, I'm even more excited, because we have so many Lib Events planned for u to enjoy! As always! Thank the heavens we do not live in a world without Lib Events. Then where would we be??

I don't know exactly where, but we certainly wouldn't be at Lib Events. The tragedy.

For example, in this post-apocalyptic world sans Lib Events, we definitely would not experience the greatness that is Lib Dinner, thus depriving you, the deserving masses, of the food and camaraderie that has come to be an important staple of every Monday at 5:30 spent in Calhoun.
Also in this terrible, brutish, Lib-less world, we would not have a **Union Debate**, where we most certainly would not debate **Resolved: Repeal the Second Amendment**. And in this horrific universe of full of sadness, it would not be my sacred duty to announce to you that this week’s debate is on **Monday (NOT TUESDAY) at 7:30 pm in LC 102**.

And imagine, my friends: in this lib-less desert which bears a striking resemblance to the Ice Age, we would not be meeting to **Discuss: Can cultural values compete with our morality?** I would thus not see your lovely faces on **Wednesday at 7:30 in the Branford-Trumbull Room**.

Some questions that you definitely would not ponder were the Liberal Party suddenly and tragically struck from the Earth:

If we’re sure that our values are right, should we make everyone conform to them? Is it right to oppose sexism, racism, and other isms we disagree with where they are mandated by religion or culture? Should I, a woman, make a point to sit in the front of **this bus**? (which, fun fact, drives by my house a lot).
"i wish i could ponder these questions, but alas."

And I'm not kidding when I say that this lifeless world without hope or love or even (gasp) cuddles, we wouldn't have our beloved Movie Night, where we wouldn't watch The Room on Friday in the Saybrook TV Room at 10pm.

Perhaps Saturday's Yale Political Union Casino Game Night would still happen were the Libs to silently disappear into the dark of the terrible, terrible night, but it most certainly would not be as fun. The location and time are TBD.

"everybody stay calm i brought grapes"

Lucky for you, the Liberal Party is alive and well, so your week is in fact full of fun stuff that you can't wait to attend. Rejoice!

Yours from another Bass cubicle-desk,
†††††Eleanor

Also this
My [Lib]Gloss is Poppin' - week five
1 message

Eleanor Womack <eleanor.womack@yale.edu> Sun, Feb 8, 2015 at 11:25 PM

~~MY [LIB]GLOSS IS POPPIN~~

week five

Trusty LibTapirs,

"whaaaaat"

Hey all you rowdy liberals, we've got a TON of events planned for you this week. Hopefully, we can help add some spice to your boring, bland life. It's like your life is like rice and Lib Events are the spices. Or like your life is regular sliced bread and Lib Events are the butters and jams that allow you to eat your damn toast like God intended. I don't know, you can pick, but it's certainly one of those. Anyway, here's what we, the spicy, buttery liberals, have got goin' on this week:

On Monday, we have Lib Dinner! Nothing to butter your toast like food and friends! Oh gosh, I hope that didn't sound too sexual. I meant that in the least sexual way. Just... agh never mind. Lib Dinner. Monday at 5:30. Calhoun.
"so like... no sex?"

On **Tuesday at 7:30**, we have our FANTASTIC YALE POLITICAL UNION Gardner-White Debate!! We will meet to debate the topic: **Resolved: Hell is Other People.** We'll be sitting in the front-left of **WLH 119**. Also: you should speak! Seriously! Send your speeches/ideas/smiling faces/sweet nothings to Clifford Carr, the trusted and fantastic FLL. Did I mention there are **prizes??** Because there are. Be there or be floppy-ass untoasted bread. Without prizes.

It's that time of year again: **The Joke Debate!** Ok, so putting aside that hell might actually be other people, maybe you think you should like spend the rest of your life with one of them. You know, the **other** people. Well, you're in luck, because on **Wednesday in the JE Junior Common Room**, the Libs will be (jokingly [but intensely]) debating: **Resolved: The Libs Know Who You Should Marry.** Which we do. Or, like, maybe we don't, because I guess that's why we're debating it. Come and get matchmake'ed at **8pm!**

Questions to ponder:
Do I want to get matchmake'ed?
Is matchmake'ed a word?
Are you implying I should marry, like, another person? Are there even other people in this cold, cruel world? Like do they actually exist?

These are the questions.

"what does that even mean"

If your toast remains unbuttered, worry not! On **Thursday**, the YPU will have a panel on the recent Charlie Hebdo attacks in Paris entitled: **Charlie Hebdo: Religion, Security, and Toleration.** A number of professors will address such questions as: What does the Charlie Hebdo attack mean for free speech? What does it mean for Europe's response to terrorism? To Islam? Does it represent a challenge to secularism? How should "the West" respond? The panel will start at **4:30 in LC 211.** There will be a reception with the panelists afterward!

**Friday**--I mean, wow, Friday is chock-full-o'-events. First, the Libs will be heading to the **Global Divestment Day Rally at 2:30 at Dwight Hall.** There will be an art exhibit! If you come before 2:30 you can help paint a mural!! As a lover of divestment AND murals, I'll be sure to swing by. You come, too!

**Later on Friday** (by which I mean **9:30pm**), we'll be meeting in the palatial taj-mahal-of-suites that is **Branford H31** for Movies and Card-Making ♥ ♥ ♥ (it's V-Day, after all). Come by if you love movies and sort of love other people (specifically us [mostly me]).
"can someone make me a torso"

That's it for the week! It's gonna be a great one; I feel it in my bones. All of my bones.

Yours from the beanbag (where else?),

††† Eleanor

Also this
Terrific LibTrolls,

troll in the dungeon...
literally if you look up troll this is the first image

Happy (after) Valentine's Day, everyone! I hope it was every bit as fabulous as you knew it would be, and I hope you celebrated with confections and nice cards. We did.

Anywho, I'll get right to it, since, we've got a lot of events this week!

For starters, on **Monday**, we have **Lib Dinner. 5:30 in Calhoun**. Be there or be hungry and Lib-less :(
"don't even joke about that u sick f**k"

On **Tuesday**, we have a multitude of events! First, we will be meeting in **LC 102** for an **Open Forum on Cultural Houses at Yale** to show our support for members of those communities. Then, we will move stealthily and with much style and grace to an **Undisclosed Location** (really it's just undetermined but we like to sound cool so) where the YPU will **Debate Resolved: Police Broken Windows with John DeStefano. 7:30pm.**

On **Wednesday**, the Libs will **Discuss: How should we teach our children about gender?** (at 7:30 in yet another Location whose name we the omniscient libs are unsure of)

Questions to ponder:
To what extent are children indoctrinated in their beliefs about gender? Should we be gender-neutral parents? Can we be, if we already conform to modern gender roles? Should parents actively reject outside stereotypes and pressures? If so, to what extent? Does gender-neutral parenting lead to a societal setback? How much of a role does a child's agency play in all this?

These are the questions.
"I'm pondering but I'm not sure if it's my agency or if it's just poop"

Then, on **Saturday**, the Libs will have an **Afternoon of Tea and Snacks!** (Not to be confused with the *other* Tea Party, who is needless to say NOT receiving an invite. So there.) As the name suggests, there will be tea and fun snacks. If you have fancy tea, bring it. Along with your A-Game. **Silli-Kitchen, 2pm.**

that is ur lovely lovely week

Yours from a pile of clean laundry (!!!),
†††† Eleanor

Also this (courtesy of eliza <3)
All-powerful LibAlpacas,

"meeehhhhh"

Heyhey, bay-baes!!! It's a good time for some Libvents, dontcha think?

(Yes, you do).

On Monday, the Libs will dine. At 5:30 in Calhoun your greatest dreams will come true <3 (only if your dreams are steamed cauliflower or corn casserole).
On **Tuesday**, the Libs will go to the **YPU Debate!!** We will be debating **Resolved: Embrace Online Education with Robert Siemens and David Bromwich.** There are two guests! Because the YPU loves you that much!! **7:30 in LC 102** Front-left of the room, because duh.

On **Wednesday**, the Libs will **Discuss: Should the Libs run for office?**

As Libs, we're pretty against the system as it stands. Running for office, radical as our views may be, means sourcing campaign funds (yay capitalism!), then standing as a core participant of the system we dislike so much. So we wanna know: should the Libs run for office?

Well, should we?
Can we dismantle a system if we are beneficiaries of it?
Can we sacrifice our values for a quick(er) rise to power?
What about our elite education--even if we don't run for office, can we presume to represent other communities?
In short--can the masters' tools dismantle the master's house? (here's where that phrase comes from, btw)

Come to the **Saybrook-Branford Room at 7:30pm** to share your thoughts!!
Bring pillows if you want 'em!!

![Image](image-url)

"this guy can't bring pillows because i ate him"

On **Friday**, we have a SURPRISE SECOND **Debate!!** Because we love you *thiiiiisssssssss* much!! It's at **4:15 in LC 101.** It will feature the esteemed Sen. **Chris Murphy!!** The resolution is TBD, but he'll definitely day **something about a foreign policy he's outlining for America.** Come one, come all!!

**Also on Friday is Lib Karaoke Night!!!** The location is TBD, but it'll be at **9:30pm.** Plan to be there, because songs.
Peace n love

Yours from my desk WHICH I CLEANED (instead of doing my reading but you should still be proud),

♪♪♪ Eleanor

Also, shakin things up--this email is Hieronymus Bosch-themed, and the above guy's butt music sounds like this

you're welcome

♫♫♫
~~MY [LIB]GLOSS IS POPPIN~~

week eight

Twonderful LibTwinkies,

"yes, mama?"

ONE WEEK MORE! At this point, classes basically don't matter. But do you know what will always matter? LibVents!! And they are:

**Monday:** I feel like at this point you should know what's on Mondays. If you don't, that's cool too, I guess, but you should like pay more attention? (although why would you, if you have me to remind you twice a week??) Anyway, in case you need reminding, it's [LibDinner!](mailto:libdinner@yale.edu) food, friends, no twinkies, probably, but still.

**9:30 in Calhoun**

"what do u mean no twink"
**Tuesday:** Hey, you! You have a *right* to be working on whatever paper you definitely have due this week! If you have feelings about that, come to **LC 102 at 7:30** as the YPU **Debates Resolved: This House Opposes Right to Work Laws** with **Neera Tanden.** If you're interested in speaking, contact Cliffy, the FLL (clifford.carr@yale.edu)

**Wednesday: TOASTING!!** Exciting!! Fancy Cup!! **8pm!! Undisclosed Location!!** (erm, not really--we just don't know where it is yet and 'undisclosed location' is much... sexier)

![Image: "no more libvents?"

The rest o' the week:

**COUNT DOWN THE DAYS TILL SPRING BREAK**

**COUNT DOWN THE DAYS TILL SCHOOL STARTS UP AGAIN AND YOU CAN COME TO MORE LIBVENTS**

<3

Yours from the floor of my teeny tiny common room,

[Signature]

Also this
My [Lib]Gloss is Poppin' - week nine
1 message

Eleanor Womack <eleanor.womack@yale.edu> Mon, Mar 23, 2015 at 12:57 AM

~~MY [LIB]GLOSS IS POPPIN~~

week nine

Laudable LibLygers,

"im a real animal i swear"

Hope y'all had a nice break! No worries, we'll ease you into school with some nice libvents. You'll definitely enjoy what's sure to be a fantastic and stress-free week.

So: **Monday 5:30 Calhoun LibDinner**—food! friends! joy!

"i have none of those things"

also come to **LC 102 at 7:30 YPU Debates R: Zone for Mixed-Income Housing**
Sit with us in the front-left of the room!

**Wednesday,** we have **Discussion! At 7:30 in an Undisclosed Location,** the Libs will discuss **Should we Stop AI from surpassing humans?**

Questions to ponder:
- at what point do people—or robots—develop moral agency?
- ownership
- What is the value of technology? Is it that it makes things easier for us? Or that can potentially save humanity from disease or starvation? Whatever the answer, how far should we go to get it? Is all this worth subjecting ourselves to the AI overlords?

Because think about it: Stephen Hawking AND Bill Gates are afraid of AI, because they believe it will eventually surpass human capabilities. So where does that leave humans? Do we want this?

And if AI machine-things can do our jobs, should we work anyway?

**SHOULD WE EMBRACE THE SINGULARITY??**

Interesting Articles:
- Stephen Hawking said **something cool**
- The New York Times thinks this is a **big deal** this

**Friday: NY Trip!** contact Kenneth 4 the deets if you haven't already!

"i wish i were on the NY trip"
- clown

**Saturday: Union Soiree**
- **33 Lynwood Place**
- **9pm**
- "refreshments, fine company, and toasting"
"mmm fine company AND toast, did you say?"

Yours from the pile of hdub that I've definitely not touched,
+++Eleanor Womack
Oh-so-great Lib Otters,

"ayyyyyy"

Can you believe it's been one week since spring break? Some may feel as if the week has gone by unbearably slowly. I, for one, am inclined to disagree. More like I'm amazed that I had all week to start a paper due tonight and I'm only just starting it now. Funny how that works. Regardless, this week is both fun AND exciting, with plenty o' libvents to help you make yourself feel better after faceplanting on the icy sidewalks, even though it's literally March like what is even up with that.
Monday: LibDinner @6pm (location TBA) while JBB-ing! Our guest is Keller Easterling, an architect and associate professor at the Yale School of Architecture whose book, *Enduring Innocence: Global Architecture and Its Political Masquerades*, deals with "spatial products" (golf courses, resorts, etc.) in areas of political turmoil. She'll be talking to us about how urban infrastructure influences interactions among people. (So so excited about this!!! Urban planning and architecture are really really cool!!!!). Here's a cool nice Ted Talk to show ya what I mean.

On Tuesday, the YPU will Debate R: Revive the Fairness Doctrine with guest Mark Hemmingway. 7:30pm, LC 102. Join us and quall!

On Saturday, the Libs will have Dixwell Day!! Location TBA, but know that beginning at 2:30pm we will embark on a journey of tradition, fun, alumni, and festivities. Also knowledge and great people. Join us to discuss: can political violence be justified?

Some questions to ponder:
Who would start this violence? An individual? The state?
Is it ever worth overthrowing stability? Is stability even good?
Can violence produce a just system?
How valuable is a just political system when compared to human (or civilian) life?

here is an article I think is cool and you should too! Come talk about it with us and our alums!

Mwah,

↓↓ Eleanor

Also this, brought to you by the most elegant of Joshes!!!!!!
Ohmic LibOtters,

"I'm trying to meditate but like this crab m..."

WHAT. A. WEEK. Check out these LibVents!

**Monday:** "I hate it when Mondays happen", said no one! Why? Because (as you probably know by now), we have **LibDinner at 5:30 in the 'houn!'** (Do people actually call Calhoun that? Like can that be a thing?)

**Tuesday:** If you like parties and prizes, you're in luck, because we have both of those at **Party Prize!** Come watch our LibBeauties Sarah Giovaniello and Adrian Lo debate **Resolved: Death Gives Life Meaning.** Maybe it does, maybe it doesn't, maybe everyone on this panel is dead anyway. Who knows, amirite?!? Maybe you (yes, you!) will know! **7:30pm; LC 102.** You know the drill.
"you better come or gun panda will fck u up"

**Wednesday:** Join us for **Discussion! At 7:30pm in an Undisclosed Location,** the Libs will discuss: **Can we be ethical tourists?**

Some questions to ponder:
Does tourism alter a local culture? If so, is that a bad thing?
Should cultures be able to choose to be exempt from cultural hegemony? Can they be?
What is the value of a cultural exchange? Is tourism necessary for that?

**Saturday:** The Libs will travel to **East Rock!! At 11am!! Then Pepes!! At 5pm!!** Walking AND eating!

"hey man check out my new dog"

Yours from my bed,

Eleanor
My [Lib]Gloss is Poppin' - week twelve
1 message

Eleanor Womack <eleanor.womack@yale.edu> Sun, Apr 12, 2015 at 11:51 PM

~~MY [LIB]GLOSS IS POPPIN~~

week twelve

Obviously the coolest LibOtters,

"we're a crew of otters haha"

**Monday:** LibDinner @ 5:30 in the 'houn. Love LibDinner! Love the 'houn and also eat there!

**Tuesday:** wow, we got a full plate 4 u on this most special of days. First, in honor of the 18th anniversary of the killing of Malik Jones, we have a Rally against police brutality. Meet at 451 Grand Ave at 5pm. The march starts at 5:30, and there is a meeting at Af-Am at 6:30.

Then, there is a debate with the most political of Unions. Join us and Professor Carol Tracy as we debate Resolved: Leave rape cases to the criminal justice system. Come swing round LC 102 at 7:30pm. The other day, someone tole me that "be there or be square" makes sense, because if you're not there, you're never a-round!! hahaha amirite guys? u gonna be there, or be square? Which one? You can't be both! Haha!
On **Wednesday**, at the traditional time of **7:30pm**, in the kinda-traditional kinda-far, semi-beloved **TD Selin Lounge** (with armchairs), we will have **Discussion / group love meeting**. We will discuss: **What are the ethics of abortion?**

We, as leftists, are (usually) pro-choice. Yet talking about abortion is always a little tricky, and often makes us very uncomfortable. Why?

**Questions to Ponder/Things that make us uncomfortable that we can talk about:**

From LGBT rights to racial equality to animal rights, leftists typically push (and have pushed) for the expansion of citizenship and personhood. Is denying personhood to fetuses inconsistent with this? Should it even matter? Should our ethical systems allow for things that aren't people and don't have personhood?

How much does abortion have to do with sexual liberation? Is this a good thing? What sort of sexual climate do we want, anyway? What is sex for?

How about selective abortion based on sex or disabilities? What does that say how we should value health?

**Saturday at 5pm**, we will **meet at Phelps Gate** for **PEPE’s PIZZA!!** pizza y'all. A preemptive congrats for finishing ur super-hard week. Congrats. For now.
"yeah wait hold on let me climb this tree first"

Yours from JUST FINISHED GAME OF THRONES LOVE IT,
+++Eleanor

also this
~~MY [LIB]GLOSS IS POPPIN~~

week thirteen

Truest of LibTurtles,

"I'll always be true to u turtle"

THIS IS THE LAST LIBGLOSS THAT WILL EVER POP. Enjoy, my lovely lovely... uh... turtles. Also, this coincides with the lovely week that is Bulldog Days!! What a lovely symbol of death but also rebirth.

"so that means i get to be reborn right"

Anyway, here's what's poppin' for this most sacred of weeks:

Monday: 5pm (earlier than usual, kids!) LibDinner in the 'houn! Interact with prefrosh AND corn casserole!
Then, at 6:30pm, join the YPU in SSS 114 as we Debate (with governor Howard Dean) leave local politics to the locals. Come and hiss with us! We're so good at it! (JK we're only good at LOVE)
"love everyone even ur literal devil twins"
- dumbledore

**Tuesday: 7pm** (also earlier than usual, so **PAY ATTENTION U FOOLS**) in the **JE Junior Common Room**, we will have **Discuss: Was Robin Hood Right?**

**Questions to Ponder:**
Hey, kids, let's talk about property: is it good? is it inherently evil? Or is it just a social construct?
What is the value of redistribution? What makes it different from theft? Does that distinction even matter at all?
What about the power of individual?
Is one person acting on behalf of others inherently undemocratic, even if it's redistributive? Should Robin Hood have led a coup instead?
And what about the law?
Is the law always moral? Why do we follow it?

These are the questions.

"u can tell i'm pondering bcuz my brow is furrowed"

**Thursday:** the Party of the Liberal will hold its **Elections**. In a location that is actually **Undisclosed**.
Yours forever,
† † † Eleanor

don't let me disappear from ur thoughts as justin disappears from the page

 $$$It's been a fabulous, glossy ride <3 $$$